Abstract-In this paper, we study the problem of node selection for bearings-only target tracking in wireless sensor networks. The observations of Direction of Arrival (DOA) at active sensor nodes are fused by the filter to estimate the target position for the bearings-only tracking. An efficient node management is necessary to balance the need for tracking accuracy with limited energy consumption. This paper proposes a replace-strategy-based node selection method in the decentralized system. We reconsider the principles for choosing the idle nodes to become active and present a new replacement method for node selection. Compared with traditional methods, the proposed method can avoid the negative effort brought by the inappropriate parameter setting and the refreshing phenomena. The simulation results prove the effectiveness of our method and show good performance in tracking accuracy, statistical average of nodes usage, computational complexity and energy consumption.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are informationdriven systems, which consist of multiple self-organizing sensor nodes distributed randomly. Due to the difficulty to recharge and replace the battery of sensors, the resources of WSNs especially the energy are extremely constrained. Thus, designing energy-efficient algorithms is always the most important among all the researches on WSNs. This paper aims at designing an effective node selection method for target tracking. Target tracking is a state estimation problem by fusing the measurement data of sensor nodes. On one hand, all sensor nodes in WSNs participate in tracking will lead to superfluous energy expenditure, which mainly caused by the inter-node communications. On the other hand, only one sensor node working constantly will cause a sensor failure quickly. Moreover, a small number of active nodes are not enough for the requirement of target state estimation accuracy especially in bearings-only tracking. The main idea to determine a node whether or not to be activated is to take information utility brought by the node. Therefore, the node selection can be described as an optimization problem with two objectives, one is to maximize the tracking accuracy by the information utility of the active nodes set, and the other is to minimize the energy consumption between nodes. In order to solve this dilemmatic problem, an efficient node management is necessary to balance the need for tracking accuracy with limited energy consumption. The Node Selection Problem (NSP) has been attracting much concern of scholars. F. Zhao et al. propose an Information-Driven Sensor Querying (IDSQ) and data routing approach, which introduces Mahalanobis distance as a measure of information utility [1] . However, only one node is selected to optimize the NSP in IDSQ, which is not enough for bearings-only target tracking. In addition, the Mahalanobis distance method can be applied to the range sensors only, but the bearings-only sensors are used in this paper, which has a wide range of applications in passive surveillance [2] - [4] . In [5] , an entropy-based sensor selection heuristic approach is presented. Although it shows good accuracy for target localization, this approach has high computational complexity. A Global Node Selection (GNS) method is proposed in [6] , where the expected filtered mean squared (MS) position error is minimized with a given value of active nodes number. This method uses the global knowledge of all nodes in WSNs. Afterwards, [7] proposes a modification of GNS, the Autonomous Node Selection (ANS) method. ANS only uses local node information and takes two parameters: the minimum number of active nodes per snapshot and the enthusiasm for a nearby dormant node to become active. However, the first parameter is set to be a constant value, which cannot accommodate changing requirements for different target motion speeds and node distribution densities. For example, this parameter in [7] is chosen to use 2 because of less calculation, but the setting is pretty risky with less tracking accuracy and refreshing phenomena. Therefore, in [8] this parameter is set to be N-1, which means the most beneficial N-1 nodes will remain active at the next snapshot, where N is the active nodes number at the current snapshot, but if the target moves fast, this setting is still not proper. There has been a lot of research on this field. More details and algorithms about node selection can be found in [9] - [19] .
This paper proposes a Replace-Strategy-based Node Selection (RSNS) method for bearings-only target tracking in WSNs. It provides the following major contributions. First, it redefines the additive utility of an inactive node in order to make the new node selection method effective. The additive utility of one inactive node is a different value for each different active node. Second, it shows how to implement the replacement for node selection by using the additive utility and the matrix R. The RSNS method doesn't need to pre-determine the parameter value in ANS so that to avoid the impact introduced by the inappropriate choice of the parameter. Third, the paper evaluates the performance of RSNS and ANS for bearings-only target tracking in terms of tracking accuracy, average node usage situation, computation complexity and mean energy consumption. It shows RSNS can not only improve the tracking accuracy, but also reduce arithmetic complexity as well as save energy consumption.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system models and the Decentralized Extended Kalman Filter (DEKF). Section III gives the principles for node selection. In Section IV, ANS and the proposed RSNS method are described in detail. The simulation results are given in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this paper, we discuss WSNs for bearings-only target tracking with randomly deployed sensor nodes. Each node consists of several microphone sensors in arrays. We make assumptions that all nodes are time synchronized, the probability of detection, false alarm and communication error are one, zero and zero, respectively. At a given snapshot, an active node can give a Direction of Arrival (DOA) estimation of the target bearings [20] . We consider a decentralized system for target tracking, in which all information is processed locally, and no central processing center exists. The advantage of decentralized system is that it is insensitive to the nodes failure and save much energy consumption because the transmission range is much shorter. The rest of this section introduces the measurement model in this system and DEKF for tracking an acoustic target in WSNs.
We use the following notations throughout this paper, as shown in Table I .
A. Measurement Model
Here we take node i for example. Assume that the location of node i in Cartesian coordinates is ,, [ , ] 
where F is a 44  state transition matrix, B is a 42  processing noise distribution matrix, and Assume that the measurements set of all active nodes is ( 1) k  Z , then the measurement equation at the snapshot k+1 can be written as ( 1) ( ( 1))
where The prediction equations for DEKF are
where P is the state covariance matrix about X , and 2 a   QI is a 22  covariance matrix of the process noise.
Then the update equations are given by
where 2 1 ( 1)
1 ( sin , cos , 0, 0)
where i  is the gradient of (
ii r  is the position of node relative to the predicted target location in polar coordinates. 
III. PRINCIPLES FOR NODE SELECTION
In the decentralized system, each node only uses local information and the knowledge of the target. After tracking at a given snapshot, each node in S needs to decide whether or not to become active or inactive at the next snapshot. We use the additive utility of a node for a S as the metric for node selection. The utility of a S is defined to be inversely proportional to the posterior state error. Therefore, the utility of a S is related to the posterior state covariance matrix via
where k+1 is the current snapshot. From (8) , (9) and (10) we can rewrite equation (13) At the current snapshot, the inactive nodes within earshot of the active nodes in a S can calculate their added value to the utility. For an active node j , the additive utility of an inactive node i which is defined as
The additive utility of the active node j is
When the additive utility of the inactive node i is greater than that of the active node j , the inactive node i maybe can replace the active node j to become active. The replace strategy will be given in the following section in detail. Apparently, after replacement, the utility of the active nodes set is increased with the result of improving the tracking accuracy.
In addition, the additive utility of a node is bounded by a function of the distance between the target and the node. As shown in [6] , the additive utility of the inactive node i to replace the active node j is
IV. NODE SELECTION FOR TARGET TRACKING
This section describes our replace-strategy-based node selection method for bearings-only target tracking in WSNs. The purpose of this method is to find the optimal nodes set with M active nodes. It is a local algorithm that nodes are only aware of the local information. Furthermore, it is different from ANS method because it changes the metric of the additive utility and the method of choosing idle nodes to become active. It can avoid the negative impacts that produced by the inappropriate choice of the parameter in ANS.
A. Search the Best Active Set
The node selection approach incorporates a method of 'add one node at a time' (AOAT) to find the best active set with M nodes by maximizing the utility as (15) (see [6] ). This method first chooses the optimal set a S of two nodes, then adds one node to a S at a time to maximize the utility of a S . The adding process is repeated until the cardinality of a S achieves M. This method has approximate 95% optimality for bearings-only nodes [6] , [12] . While the search method is not guaranteed to find the best active set, the resulting utility is nearly optimal.
B. ANS
The ANS algorithm is implemented at each node within the broadcast range of the active nodes at the previous snapshot. 
C. Replace Strategy Based Node Selection
From the part B of the Section IV, it is easy to discover that d N keeps constant through the whole tracking process. However, this fixed parameter setting will have a severe impact on the tracking accuracy due to the difference in the velocity of the target. For example, when the target moves slowly, the topology of the network composed of active nodes for tracking changes a little bit, thus a S should also stay the same or have a slight change. If the value of d N is too small, the nodes which can maximize the utility of the active set cannot yet join the active set. Hence, improper parameter choice will result in performance degradation for target tracking. In order to solve this problem, we propose a replace strategy based node selection approach for bearings-only target tracking.
At a given snapshot, all M active nodes in a S participate in target tracking. Each active node gets a measurement j  by DOA estimation. Then the update steps of DEKF are implemented with (8)- (12) . After that, the nodes take the trace of the target by the result of (9).
Then the active nodes predict the target state ( 1| ) kk  X according to (6) and the covariance matrix ( 1| ) kk  P by (7) . Next, we describe the node selection process between the snapshot k and k+1. The RSNS algorithm is described as follows: 1) RSNS takes all M nodes from () a Skto make up a new active nodes set ( 1| )
2) Each node in ( 1| ) a S k k  broadcasts the predicted target position and its position. The broadcast reach of the active node is set just high enough to cover all active nodes and any inactive node whose utility may exceed that of the active node. The inactive node which can receive information from all M nodes joins a candidate nodes set C .
3) The active node j computes its additive utility 
According to the upper bound in (22), in order to reach the threshold, the distance between the target and an inactive node i should satisfy
where min  is the minimum stand deviation of the measurement noise among inactive nodes.
To cover all available inactive nodes and active nodes, the critical range to the target is 
In the last step of the RSNS method, we use a matrix R to represent the situation of the replacement distribution. The matrix is given by Table II . It is easy to see that the new chosen nodes set ( 1) a Sk  has better utility than previous set () a Sk. Fig. 2 shows the flow chart of the RSNS algorithm. 
Select the best M active nodes set using AOAT System Initialization Tracking with DEKF using the active set to estimate the target state and the covariance matrix
Select all the M nodes from as the active set Calculate the broadcast range and broadcast the information of the target and the nodes in
The inactive nodes in C calculate the utility to form a replacement matrix R
k=k+1
Replace the nodes in by comparing the elements of and achieve the active nodes set at the k+1 snapshot 
V. SIMULATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of ANS and our proposed RSNS for bearings-only tracking using MATLAB 2013b. Consider 50 bearings-only sensor nodes such as microphone array nodes are uniformly deployed over a 1000m  1000m area. The transmission range of every node is large enough to reach all other nodes, so that this WSN is fully connected. The acoustic target appears at [ 400, 400]  and moves across the network with a constant velocity (CV) model. Consequently, the parameters of the DEKF in (6)-(12) are set as follows: N ) . To compare the proposed RSNS with ANS, we generate three trajectories with three initial velocities, 5m/s, 10m/s and 20m/s, respectively. The whole tracking process lasts 50s. 1000 configurations for each target trajectory are generated for Monte Carlo simulation. Fig.  3 shows the target trajectory with 20m/s initial velocity and the nodes deployment. In this paper, we both consider the node selection methods that ignore and add the prior information. When we use 0 p  J , we denote the method without prior, otherwise with prior. Fig. 4-Fig. 6 [] X represents the first and second elements of X , which is the position of the target.
From Fig. 4-Fig. 6 , we can see that the proposed RSNS method performs better than ANS in terms of RMSE. We can also see the method with prior information is generally better than that without prior information. From an overall perspective, when the initial velocity of the target is increasing from 5m/s to 20m/s, the RMSE of ANS is gradually decreased. This performance degradation is because the number of desired active nodes is too small with the velocity of the target increasing. However, there is no proper method to determine the value of d N . In this case, RSNS is not affected by the target moving speed. Table III shows the statistical average results over 50 snapshots for different approaches for 1000 Monte Carlo simulations in Fig. 4 . The node usage of RSNS keeps constant, nevertheless, the refreshing phenomena occurs in ANS with 2 d N  , which lead to a huge waste of energy. In addition, the average RMSE of RSNS is smaller than that of ANS. From the previous section, we know ANS must implement AOAT one time at every snapshot. The number of computations in this search step is The refreshing phenomena will also consume enormous unnecessary energy. Because the energy to implement operations is far smaller than the energy to transmit data, the simulation ignores the energy for calculations. Assume that the energy to transmit l bits of data a distance of d meters is . Fig. 7 gives the mean energy consumption per snapshot in ANS and RSNS. It is shown that RSNS performs much better than ANS as more nodes participate in tracking. Although RSNS takes more energy than ANS when the number of active nodes is around 3, we consider the energy consumption can decrease by reducing the data length of the replacement message between nodes. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposed a replace strategy based node selection for bearings-only target tracking in WSNs. This method we called RSNS is used in the decentralized system in which all nodes only know their own information. It is different from the ANS method, because we reconsider the principles for choosing the inactive nodes to join the active nodes set at the next snapshot. We replace active nodes with idle nodes whose utility are larger than theirs. On one hand, this replace strategy can adapt better to the effort brought by the velocity of the target so that improve the tracking accuracy. On the other hand, it avoids the refreshing phenomena in ANS. Simulation results also show good performance of RSNS including tracking RMSE, statistical average of nodes usage, computational complexity and energy expenditure.
